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Abstract

We consider the model of Martin and Taylor for a large

aspect-ratio Tokamak with an ergodic limiter. In order to study the

onset of chaotic behaviour for the magnetic field lines In the edge

of the vessel, we construct a Hamlltonian fornulation for the

system and consider the overlap of two peripheral magnetic islands.

So, we are able to determine a threshold for the ergodic limiter

current to cause destruction of rational magnetic surfaces in this

region.

1. Introduction

The Ergodic Magnetic Limiter (EML) has been conceived as an

impurity control device in Tokamaks [1]. It is argued that the

energy flux is better distributed over a chaotic magnetic field

region in the Tokamak edge, reducing the heat loading In the vessel

wall [2]. Some results showing a decrease of Impurity level in the

plasma core due to EML action are reported for TEXT machine [3].

2. Theory

Martin and Taylor [4] proposed a simplified model for the

magnetic field line topology in a large aspect ratio Tokamak plus

an EML with m pairs of toroidally oriented wires. In order to study

the edge region .the cylUnder is wrapped into a rectangular box

with coordinates x * b 8, y • b - r and z • Ro 0 (where r.e and 4

are pseudotoroidal coordinates . b and Ro are the minor and major

radii). We consider a uniform toroidal field Bo.

In ref. [4] the authors integrate the magnetic field line

equations to obtain a bidimenslonal mapping. In this paper we

propose a Hamlltonian approach for their model following previous
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works on resonant helical fields [5]. We start from an invariant

stream function • (x.p.z) • • (p) + * (x.p,z) . The Hamiltonlan

nature of * is readily understood from the field line equations,

which can be considered canonical equations with p * B y as a

conjugated momenta and z as a timelike variable [6].

We look for magnetic surfaces (where # « const. ) with a

rational safety factor In the form m/n. In ref. [7] it is proved

that such a convenient invariant is:

B n r2 f
' —5-5 • Bo< r > > **'

Expanding the poloidal field B around the minor radius b where the

safety factor is q. and q ' • 2 q. / b (using the edge scaling),

this expression becomes a quadratic form in p: • (p) • A p + 6 p

where:

The limiter effect is approximated by a delta-peaked

perturbation (I is the EML current):

f »P ] f « x I
*1 (X.P.*> « MO«I exp - -g-g- cos — g — 6 (z - zo)

By expanding the delta function above in Fourier series we may

pick up the resonances of the problem, namely when the phase u =
m x n z
— c — - — = — is slowly varying. In this model an infinite number

b Ro
of m/n resonances are generated. Each of them creates m magnetic

islands roughly around an unperturbed m/n magnetic surface, located

at:

Expanding • around a resonance position p . up to second

r and using that *o*(p^^ ) • 0 it Is possib

analytical expression for the island half-width:

order and using that *o*(p^^ ) • 0 it Is possible to write down an
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3. Numerical Results

We will use parameters from the TBR-1 small tokamak, operating

at the Uhiversidade de Sao Paulo (b * 11 cm, R * 30 cm, B • 0.5
o o

T) and an equilibrium with q. * 7.6. For this equilibrium, the

safety factor at the plasma boundary is q(a) * 4 (a = 8 cm). We have

chosen two peripheric resonances, namely the 7/1 and 7/2 ones,

located at 10.54 cm and 6.9 cm from magnetic axis. The Chirikov

overlapping condition [8] for the onset of chaotic behaviour in

this region reads:

Ap_.o(J) + Ap_,1(I) s | p7/o - P7/t I

where the equality furnishes a critical value for the llmiter

current. With the parameters above we estimate a threshold of
2

8.4 x 10 A necessary to create a stochastic layer In the region

between these resonances (see figures 1 and 2).

The choice of other resonances would give values of the same

order of magnitude, feasible in laboratory experiments.
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Fig. 1 : Half-widths of perlpherlc magnetic Islands in
Martin-Taylor Model as functions of the EML current. Parameters are
taken from TBR-1 data. Full line : A P 7 / 1 . dashed line :
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Fig. 2
Ap7/1 *

Overlapping of 7/1 and 7/2 magnetic islands. Full line:
l l ~ : ^7/2 '
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